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INTRODUCTION

A Product ol Soclallsm

The Soviet Union has the richest experience in



to learn more about"the way the economy is run inthe largest of the socialist countrlr.---."'

To Manage fs to Forcsee

a set goal.
ThiI constitutes the socio-economic aspect of man-

agement of the national economy. It is this aspg+

iia the Soviet Union's experience in this field'
that is dealt with in the book'

i
I
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I.
THE COUNTRY OF ORIGXN
OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC
PLANNING

From Anclent Tlmes

ing the joint labour of the tens of thousands of
their builders. Similarly, without management, the
construction and operation of ancient irrigation
systems would have been unthinkable.

vrork in a modern enterprise, in a fitm. Different
systems of. organization and management (and here
the names of Taylor, Emerson and Ford come to
mind) also originated prior to the rise of the So-
viet state.

And yet it is precisely in Soviet Russia that na-
tional
we ar
of wo
and a

1

I

I

the emergence of socialism. But only after social-
ism had lsserted itself as a state system did man-

agement of the national economy of a whole coun-
tr"y, economic manaEement on the basis of a single
state plan, become a reality. Prior to October 1917,

when 
-a 

socialist revolutio 1 was accomplished in Rus-

sia, such management did not and could not exist'
Anarchy of production reigned in the country, and
the economy *ot periodically hit by unavoidable
destructive crises. fhit it an irrefutable and well-
known historical fact.

Whereln Lles the Secret?

Indeed, what made the change possible? Perhaps

there suddenly appeared particularly gifted people

who solved t[e pioblem posed by history, that of
leatning how to operate the national economy of
the corintry as a slngle whole? That was not the
case. ReferLnces to the appearance of men of genius

are usually made when the objective laws of social
development are not knowu.

It was not, of course, the appearance of talented
people that played the decisive role, although, as

Las-been noticed and proved by historians, various
talents manifest themselves precisely where changed
social conditions have prepared the ground for the
practical display of these talents. The new historic-
i1 conditioni that took shape in Russia after the
socialist revolution did give scope for the activity
of many gifted organizers of production and pio-
neers in planning ihe development of the national
economy. But the secret of the birth of the system

of national economic planning should be sought in
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the neut social conditions to which the socialist rev-
olution had given rise in Soviet Russia.

Let us recall the essence of the changes that took
place. Having taken power in alliance with the
peasantry and the other strata of working people,
the working class abolished private iapitalist
ownership of the means of production. The facto-
ries, mil1s, banks, and railways passed into the
hands of the working people who had created them.
The land, its mineral wealth and everything pro-
duced on it became public property. The exploi-
ting classes were forced out of the historical pic-
ture.

A11 this h ulk
of the mean
ed at that , Xfl-
al farming) the

tural result of the establishment of public (state)
ownership, for enterprises having one owner (the
socialist state) cannot enrich themselves at each
other's expense. Moreover, every worker and every
work collective became directly interested in the
success of the common cause, and in the effective-
ness of the national economy as a whole.

All this prepared the ground for the introduc-
tion of planned management of the national eco-
nomy, which was then an inevitable and feasible
development.

The GOELRO PIen

It stands to reason that a single national eco-
nomic plan could not be drawn up the day after
the victory of the revolution. A great many complex
organizational, scientific and technical problems
had to be solved first. Besides, nowhere had there
been any previous experience in elaborating such
plaus. A difficult pioneering trail had to be blazed;
new, hitherto unknown forms of economic rnanage'
ment had to be created.

There is hardly any need to give a detailed ac-
count of all the pieparatory steps, of all the stages
the country passed through on the way to working
out the world's first truly rational long-range plan
for national economic development. It is a whole
new topic, which includes, among other subjects,
the introduction of rvorkers' control in private en-
terprises and the establishment of the Supreme
Economic Council. The point that has to be made
here is that Vladimir Lenin, the lounder ol the
Communist Party of the Souiet Union, uas the
initiator and inspirer oI the wotk to draw up such
a p1an, which was called the State Plan for the
Electrification of Russia (GOELRO for short). The
head of the first Soviet government, brilliant theoret-
ician who made an outstanding contribution to the
social science, realized better than others the need
for managing the national econorny on the basis of
a single state plan, and formulated the principles of
national economic planning under socialism.

Why was the first national economic plan called
a plan for electrificalion? This was extremely signif-
icant. From the very beginning of planned manage-

f,
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ment the tasks were set of the
major achievements of scie for
t!" good of the people, rty,
illiteracy and cultural and ess,
and of developing the economy on a modern scien-
tlfic and technical basis. Only in this way was it
possible to restore the national economy ravaged
by the First World War and then the Civil War, in
order to lay the groundwork for solving the entire
range- of economic and social tasks. In its general-
ized f.orm this task was formulated as the electrifi-
cation of Russia. Ever since, the mastering of the
latest scientific and technical achievements and of
progressive experience and their utilization to im-
prove the life of the people has been an immutable
principle of socialist pTarning.

The GOELRO plan was drafted by a special
State Commission headed by Gleb Krzhizhanovsky,
an eminent scientist and revolutionary, one of the
organizers of the planned management system. He
reported on the GOELRO plan to the 8th All-Rus-
sia Congress of Soviets. The commission secured
the participation in drafting the plan of more than
2AO prominent scientists, engineers and agrono-
mists, among them members and research workers
of the Academy of Sciences and professors and
lecturers from universities and other institutions of
higher learning. The drafting was done within a
comparatively short time, and by the end of 1920
the plan was completed.

To give an idea of the conditions in which this
work was carried out and the plan adopted, here
are a few examples. The _Civil rffar was practically
over, the invading troops of. 74 imperialist statei

had been defeated and the period of peaceful

trial development.
One more detaii. A large electrified map was in-

stalled in the ha1l where ihe sitting of the 8th All-

economic planning and in the potentialities of a

people who had taken the destiny of the country
into their own hands.

Disbelief was expressed also by many who took
a sympathetic view of the work started in October
$iZ. efi there was nothing surprising in this, for
the world had never known anything similar to the
GOELRO Plan before. It was the first long-term

I

I
i

I

i
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national economic plan in which the bold flight of
thought was combined with strictly scientific calcu-
lations.

Covering a period of 10-15 years, the plan pro-
vided for the construction of 20 thermal and 10
hydraulic power stations. The generation of electric-
ity in the country was to increase 4.4 times com-
pared with 7973 or 17.6 times compared with 7920,
and industrial production was to double compared
with 1913 and to go up more than 14 times com-
pared with 1920. These overall targets give an idea
of the magnitude of the tasks that were set in the
plan"

How enthusiastically the plan was tackled is tes-
tified by the figures given in lable 7, which hardly
need comment. Their comparison shows that the
Soviet people, aware that they were working not
for capitalists, but for their own benefit, for the
good of the whole society of equal men of labour,
proved the feasibility of a plan which was regarded
as unrealizable even by such a fantast as Herbert
Wells.

?able 1

Fullllment ot the GOEI,RO
Plan (Iodustry)

rsrs rozo G$E*L"RO 
t9B5

Total industrial output (1S13:1)
Electricity, '000 million kwh
Coal, million tons
Steel, million tons

0.14 1.8-2 5.6
0.5 8.8 26.3
8.7 6?.3 109.6
0.19 6.5 12.6

I
2.O

29.0
{ -,)
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Flrst Steps

The GOELRO Plan was the opening chapter of
the history of national econonic planning. No mat-
ter how greatly the rnagnitude of economic plan-
ning has increased since then and will increase in
the future, that first daring experiment will for ever
remain the starting point of its chronology. The
fulfilment of the GOELRO Plan was a real triumph
of socialist construction, of planned management
of the econolny. With the adoption of this plan
Russia became the country of origin of national
economic planning.

Great changes have taken place in the Soviet
economy and in the system and methods of plan-
ned rnanagement since then. The final stages of the
implementation of the GOELRO Plan coincided
with the launching of the first Soviet five-year
p1ans. These will be dealt r,vith at a later point.
During the period under discussion, the need arose
for a special agency as the supreme planning auth-
ority. In February 1921 (two months after the ap-
proval of the GOELRO Plan), the State Planning
Committee (Gosplan) was formed by the decision
of the government. Al1 subsequent history of so-
cialist planning is connected with the wcrrk of Gos-
plan, which remains the plincipal planning body
in the USSR.

Recalling the history of the establishment of
Gosplan, Academician Stanislav Strumilin, an out-
standing Soviet economist and one of the founders
of the theory of planned management, wrote:
"Ihere was no ready-made blueprint foy organiz-
ing such an institution, for the world had not
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known of anything like it before. Both science and
the public had to be employed in its service. It was
necessary to devise new methods of highly acade-
mic work, but without any 'academism', and with
highly topical practical conclusions, but without a
shade of bureaucracy. The realization of the new
tasks called for the training of new specialists in
national economic planning on a scale unheard of
in world history, and the elaboration of a number
of new planning disciplines for these specialists."

National economic planning was organized and
developed simultaneously with theoretical work in
this field. Of fundamental importance in the theory
of economic planning is the question of the com-
patibility of the objective laws of social develop-
ment with the recognition of the active transforrn-
ing role of consciousness.

I;'*',I"'iilt3t3#,1};;*'-'
Marxist-Leninist theory maintains that social

progress, including economic growth, is subject to
objective laws over which human will and con-
sciousness have no pol,rer. If this is so, there seems
to be no need for planningl For objective ialvs can
be neither abrogated nor modified. On the other
hand, iL we recognize the active role of purposeful
management, of human will and consciousness, the
conclusion on objective laws seems irrelevant.

This formal contradiciion arises frorn a superfi-
cial approach to the problem. To get ore's bearings
in it a distinction must te dra.o.\'n first of all betv;een
objective larvs themselves and their utilizaiiqn.

People can use one and the same law in different
ways, obtaining diflerent, at times opposed re-
sults. Take the tragedy of Hiroshima ina Naga-
saki and the constructive purpose served by atomic
power stations. In principle, in both instances use
is made of the same objective laws governing the
fission of the atomic nucleus. But how greatly the
results of this use differ !

It's much the same in economics. The laws of
development of a socialist economy provide the
possibilities of economic growth, of raising the
efficiency of social production and of improving,
on this basis, the wellbeing of people. These poten-
tialities exist independently of our consciousness.
But the extent of their utilization and the benefits
to society depend directly on the quality and aims
of management, that is, on the ability and will of
people.

One more point. In nature as such, the objective
laws of development operate totally independently
of the will of man. fndeed, no one will endeavour
to accelerate or slow down a solar eclipse. Men
can only know the objective laws of nature and
use them for their purposes. fn economic life, laws
manifest themselves only through human activity.
It goes without saying that, in order to apply eco-
nomic laws effectively, people must act in concert,
and this is possible only when they have common
interests. In turn, common interests arise when
people have a single common economy, i.e., when
public ownership of the means of production exists.

In other words, the theory of planned manage-
ment of the economy rests on the recognition of
the necessity and possibility of such management

t4a
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under public ownership of the means of produc-
tion. It proceeds from the fact of the operation of
objective economic lalvs and provides for the ela-
boration of forms and methods of their applica-
tion. Determining the outlook for the developrnent
of the national economy and its parameters for one,
five, ot more years, the theory of planned manage-
ment rests on processes of real lif.e, on objective
tendencies, Besides, it regards economic develop-
rnent itself not as purely quantitative growth, but
as a process r,vhich includes profound qualitative
changes.

I"'"li,T;%uii:H},?x'""

The latter point is very important. The simplest
way to foresee the future is by extrapolation, the
projection of past processes into the future. But it
is also the rnost unreliable method. It rules out the
possibility and necessity of qualitative leaps, of
structural changes. These views gained some cur-
rency during the initial stages of socialist planning,
when, from the fact that primarily light industries
had been developing in Russia in the past, the con-
clusion was drawn that further progress should pro-
ceed in the same direction. Experience showed that
these views were short-sighted and erroneous. One
cannot build the roof without first laying the foun-
dations and erecting the walls.

Naturally, it is not an easy thing to make pro-
visions for qualitative, structural changes in the
eccnomy. But the theory of planned management
proved their necessity and worked out forms and

methods of bringing them about, determining also
the main outlines of truly scientific forecasting of
economic growth.

A salient feature of the ment
theory is that, relying on the and
regularities of development eco-
nomy, it regards m active, trans-
formative factor. Th plans are not
a passive prediction a strict scien-

take to lose touch with rea that"all is possible". This approa s the
objective conditions, would to arift from reality, to idealis sche-
ming.

\/
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In tlre 792As, proceeding from the requirements o[
planning, the Central Board of Statistics of the
USSR devised templates for the analysis of inter-
sectoral economic ties. It is precisely these tem-
plates that subsequently gave rise to the inter-sector-
al balance method and the input-output economic
analysis models suggested by the American eco-
nomist Wassily Leontief. The scientific foundations
of these models owe their origin to the practice of
planned management. Incidentally, Leontief him-
self, who lived in the Soviet Union at that time
(until 1931), was well familiar with the work of
the Central Board of Statistics.

The requirements of planned management gave
rise also to the linear programming methods first
proposed in the late 1930s by the Soviet matheria-
tician and economist, Leonid Kantorovich, now an
Academician and State, Lenin and Nobel pize win-
l1er.

A theory is best tested by practice. From this
point of view the planned management theory has
been fortunate. It has been put into practice in the
Soviet Union and other countries that embarked
upon the socialist path. We have reached the point
in our narrative when we should deal with the
practice of national economic management.

H.
THE HUMANISM OF AI}IS AND
THE EFFECTIVENESS O}' METHODS

The management of any complex system presup-
poses clear understanding of aims and principal
ways and means of attaining them. Let us begin
with the question of the aims of planned manage-
ment of a socialist economy. Elaboration of aims
is an essential component of the management sys-
tem, a truth which is confirmed by the dictum thai
a seafarer not knowing his destination may never
reach the shore.

So far as national economic planning is concer-
ned, there are the strategic, long-term aims and
the aims of a relatively local significance, those to
be reached in the near future. To build a power
station by a certain date, or a grain elevator, a car
factory or a new residential community are all par-
tial aims. However important, they must not ec-
lipse the main aim for the sake of which all is
built.

The Supreme Alm

In the Soviet Union this term is used to denote
the main, long-term aim to which all other aims
are subordinated. Now, what is our Supreme Aim?

Let us recall that, at the outset of our discussion
of management of the national economy under so-
cialism, we spoke about the establishment of public
ownership of the means of production, of the fact
that the people became the full and sole master of
the land and its mineral wealth, factories, power

&



stations, schools, hospitals, and so orr. It is only
natural for the Soviet people to use the social
wealth in their own interests, to improve their life'
That is what determines the supreme aim of the
development and management of the economy.
There can be no other aim in a country where the
means of production belong to the people. Such is
the logic of life and of social development.

It is the attainment of this aim that the system
of national economic planning serves. For its sake
the state extends production, introduces new achieve-
ments of science and technology, and raises the
efficiency of the economy. All this found expl'es-
sion in th" ,rew Constitution of the USSR adopted
on October 7, 1'977, which gives a clear-cut formu-
lation of the supreme aim of socialist production
and determines the means of attaining it:

"Article 15. The supreme goal of social produc-
tion under socialism is the fullest possible satisfac-
tion of the people's growinE material, and cultural

labour, rai-
ar:d of the

d, proportio-

il:lTf 'I'"1i'"115"11".,

Other aims of planned management, which may
be top-priority ones at a particular stage, are

subordinate to the supreme goal. As has been
noted, socialist construction in the USSR was
launched in extremely difficult conditions. The na-
tional economy had been ravaged by wars and the
foreign armed intervention. There was no heavy
industry to speak of. The national income was piti-
fully small. While for ever keeping in mind the
supreme goal of socialist production, the country
had to start with rehabilitating the economy, build-
ing heavy industry and strengthening its defence
potential. Privations, such as keeping personal con-
sumption 1ow, had to be accepted and sacrifices
made for this purpose" They were made for the
sahe of the future, for the sake of a better life of
people in the long term. The Soviet people real-
ized this and readily agreed.

Even today it is at times claimed that production
in the USSR is developed for production's sake, the
interests of people being relegated to the back-
ground. This is either the result of poor informa-
tion or a deliberate slander. Production in the USSR
has never been the supreme aim to which all other
aims were subordinated. At definite stages, the
growth of heavy industry-fuel, metal-manufactur-
ing, machine building and energy production-did
constitute the main task, but in the long run it al-
ways remained merely a means of attaining the
supreme goal of fuller satisfaction of the material
and cultural requirements of the people.

History has fully borne out the correctness of
the efforts that were made during the initial stages
of national economic planning. Had not heavy in-
dustry been built up in good time, -the Soviet
Union would have been unable to beat off and



defeat the fascist aggressor in the Second World
IVar. There simply could be no question of giving
prlority to welfare at that time.

The industrial potential created in the country
enabled it to concentrate on social tasks subse-
quently, and to make the supreme goal of social-
ist production an immediate practical aim of plan-
ned management. This took place in the postwar
period and especially in the past decade, when
raising the wellbeing of the people was made the
chief task of economic development.

The concrete measures that have been and are
being implemented to improve the life of the people
will be described in a later chapter. Here we
shall examine the question of the aims of planned
management. To what has been said above I would
like to add the following.

The Ordcr of Prlorltles

The economic planning mechanism has a whole
system, or hierarchy, of aims. Whatever is a means
of attaining the suprerne goal, e.g., growth of na-
tional income, enhancement of labour productivity,
acceleration of scientific and technical progress,
and so on, it itself becomes an aim of economic plan-
ning. These are, so to speak, aims of the secsnd
order. In turn, the means of their attainment (the
construction of new enterprises, the retooling of
production, and the advanced iraining of personnel)
are also aims, but already of the third order. And
so on.

To define the entire system of aims clearly and
to allocate priorities correctly is an exceedingly

difficult but feasible task thanks to the community
of interests of society as a whole, of social groups,
and of individual members of society.

Who passes decisions on these questions? Who
has the final say in determining the aims and lay-
ing down the sequence of their attainment?

ff:rll*r,tre 
Formurated

It has always been and will remain that way: he
who pays the piper calls the tune. Under socialism,
the final say belongs to the people. This is not a
mere declaration of the author, but a description of
the actual state of things in the Soviet Union. The
aims of economic planning are chosen on the basis
of extensive democratic processes with the use of
direct and representative democracy. In this way
the people also predetermine the main forms by
which their right to management is rcalized.

Xf $:lHt$i""?rscucsron

This may be called the first form of the exercise
of the right of the working people to manage pro-
duction.

This is how it looks in practice. The planning
agencies establish scientifically-based proportions
of future economic growth-the relationship between
industry and agriculture, between producer goods
(lathes, machines, plant, etc.) and consumer goods
(clothing, footwear, TV sets), between extractive
and manufacturing industries, and so on. The plan
baLances for specific materials (coa1, oil, metals,

I
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textiles, etc.), for manpower and finance, which are
established in this way, bring the current and ex-

meetings, in tlie press and other mass media.
For instance, the draft guidelines for the coun-

try's development, worked out by the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
within the preparing
the Soviet mic and s
ment for 19 discussed
institutions over the c
course of the discussion, 7.6 million people expres-
sed their opinion. While approving the draft, they
submitted more than one million proposals arrd

prises is equally active. The new USSR Constitu-

1
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of enterprises and institutions. In this way, in keep-
ing with the Constitution, the state plan is hand-
ed down to the enterprises as a law whose basic
provisions have already been discussed by their
work coliectives. This is one of the manifestations
of direct democracy, under which each citizen can
and does take part it running ti:,e economy.

Endorsement ol Flana

State plans are adopted on the scale of the wliole
country by the USSE Supreme Soviet, the highest
body of state authority whose deputies are elected
by secret ballot on the basis of universal, equal and
direct suffrage. The development plans of the
Union and Autonomous Republics, regions and cit-
ies are approved by the respective local bodies
of state authority.

Through their representatives, people's deputies,
citizens take part also in deciding major questions
pertaining to the management of the national econ-
omy, in determining the aims of economic plan-
ning and in fixing priorities.

Representative democracy is one of the principal
ferms of genuine government by the people. Inci-
dentally, the people's deputies in the USSR are not
professional politicians but are direct representa-
tives of the people, of all their social strata and
groups. The composition of the Soviets of People's
Deputies is indicative in this respect. Today, more
than two million factory and office workers, peas-
ants, workers in science, culture and other fields
are deputies to the various Soviets. In addition,
almost 30 million citizens help the Soviets as per-



manent volunteers in their free time. There are
over nine million in the elected bodies of people's
control.

Workers directly from factory and field account
for more than half of the 1,500 deputies to the
USSR Supreme Soviet. There are also many repre-
sentatives of the intelligentsia-economic executives,
specialists, scientists, workers in culture and the
arts and in the public education and health systems-
and heads of central and local government and
Party bodies.

8fl "i,lt"x"&'"rj*u#:xl*'

The main, strategic purpose of development of
the socialist economy is improvement of the mate-
rial and cultural standards of the people. At the
same time, during every five-year cycle of develop-
meut, this supreme goal is specified with breakdown
by years, for which concrete tasks are set as re-
gards growth of the leal incomes of the popula-
tion, housing construction, development of the pub-
lic health and education systems, production of con-
sumer goods and improvement of their quality,
protection of the environment, promotion of sport
and tourism, publication of books, newspapers and
magazines, and improvement of the work of mu-
seums, libraries, theatres, cultural centres, etc. In
other words, planned management ranges over the
many different spheres connected with raising the
material and cultural standards of the people.

Plan assignments for all these spheres take the
form of concrete tasks and the national economy

is oriented towards attaining them. It is clear from
this why the drafting and discussion of economic
plans always rouses such lively interest among the
different sections of the population and why these
plans are invariably, and unanimously, approved.
Without bearing this fact in mind it will be diffi-
cult to comprehend the proceedings and phenomena
that characteize lhe Soviet way of life.

The setting of some or other concrete aims for
raising the people's wellbeing proceeds from the
ideals and system of values accepted in society,
from the concept of the socialist way of life. This
question merits closer examination.

Thc Soclelltl Wry ol Lllc

This complex, dynamic and many-sided concept
comprises, of course, provision of material well-
being, but the ideal for which Soviet people are
ultimately striving, and which is gradually beco-
ming a reality ("man lives not by bread alone"), is
a harmoniously developed individual, vrhich presup-
poses the introduction of all Soviet people to the
treasures of science and culture, the cultivation of
civil qualities, such as patriotism, traternal solida-
rity with the working people of other countries, a
spirit of collectivism, love for peace, mutual res-
pect, and concern for the common good.

The socialist way of life is characterized by res-
pect for labour, awareness of its social importance,
a solicitous, thrifty attitude to nature and the so-
ciety's wealth. This is on s no
division of Soviet society and
those who do not. All and
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To Whal Ertent Is the
Soclallst System Effectlve?

of '-:'li:ofits Tj.,l,l

.tl

production potential, and of the main asset of any society-
its labour polver.

Two facts have become today an irrefutable
proof of the advantages of planned management.

First, economic planning has put an end to econ-
omic crises: for more than half a century now
there have been no recessions and no stagnation in
the Soviet economy. There has not been a single
year (with the exception of the years of fascist ag-
gression) when production fell or remained at the
same level.

Secondly, economic planning has done away with
unemptroyment. This terrible scourge of the work-
ing people does not exist in the Soviet Union and
ihe other countries of the socialist comrnunity.
With the help of planned regulation of production,
industrial expansion and refitting and the develop-
ment of service industries, proportionality is es-
tablished between the number of jobs and the size
of able-bodied population, which rneans complete
employment. Economic planning effectiveiy guaran-
tees that vital right of man-the right to work.

Thanks to national economic planning, the once
backward Russia has become a great industrial
power. Of course, there have been crop failures,
acute shortages of specialists, miscalculaticns, and
failures in reaching planned targets. It is ail the
more gratifying to know that toda;r the Soviet
Union is in the forefront of social, economic, scien-
tific and technical progress. Our subject is econorn-
ics; therefore le.t us revert to facts from this
sphere.

Today, the Soviet Union is the world's bigg.est
producer of coal, oil, steel" mineral' fertilizers,
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tractors and diesel locomotives. This, to my mind,
testifies to the great dynamism and potential of
national economic planning.

The reader might have noticed that the above
items are all products of heavy industry or mealls
of production. But this can in no way be construed
as corroboration of the thesis that under socialism
the interests of man are sacrificed to the Moloch

es figures illustrating the
over the wealthiest cap-
d States, in per capita
er goods.

Table 2

Per Capita Productlon oI Some Consumer
Goods ln USSR anil USA ln 1977

USSR USA

Cotton fabrics, sq m
Woollen fabrics, sq m
Leather footwear, pairs
Butter, kg
MiIk, kg
Granulated sugar (from domestic
raw material), kg

26
3
2.8
5.8

366

32

2l
0.7
2.1
2.3

257

23

Here are some figures pertaining to the social

s3

cy in the United States, Creat Britain and Austra-
lia put together.

As we can see, national economic planning en-
sures -not only qtich growth of heavy industry,
but also a successful solution of important social
problems.

5;,#rof .Y.t"ns 
Faster wrt

One, more problem that has to be touched upon,
one which is important for assessing the effeciive-
ness of this or that system, in parti-ular, ot a sys-
tem of planned management, is that of nationll-
income and productivity indicators. It is a fact that
the Soviet Union still lags behind the United States
in these fields. But, taken outside its historical con-

Table S

Average Annual Rates
of Growth of Nstlonal fncome

and Productivlty ln USSR and USA
in the perlod 1951-1977 (06)

USSR USA

National incorne
Productivity

3.5
2.3

7"9
6.7
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The average annual rates of growth of the na-
tional income and social labour productivity are a
reliable indicator of the dynamism and viability of
an economic system. The better performance of the
planned economy in this sphere is one more proof
of its advantalres, of its effectiveness. Clearly, he
rvho walks faster is bound to overtake and outstrip
those who are stil1 ahea<1.

So far, principal u,*rdor. has been paid to So-
viet planning as the pivot of the entire system of
manarement of the socialist econom)/.

Norv we shall turn to five-year plans as the basic
torm of national economic development in the
T]SSR.

III.
FIVE-YEAR PLANS

The Soviet people set about fulfilling the first
five-year plan for the development of the national
economy in October 7928. (At that time econornic
planners lrsed, not the calendar lrear, but the eco-
nomic year, which began in the last quarter.)
Today they ale completing the 10th. Thus, in the
past half-century the Soviet economy has been
steadily developing in accordance with five-year
p1ans.

Both an End and a Meons

The five-year plans have borne out the viability
of the national economic planning system. A11
major socio-economic undertakings are based on
them: the improvement of the population's stan-
dard of living, the establishment of nerv branches
of industry, the reclamation of natural l.esources,
and the accelerated developmetrt of formerly back-
ward republics. Proceeding from long-term, stra-
tegic tasks, a five-vear plan envisages a system of
concrete interconnected assignments in all branches
of the economy and enterprises, and for a1l l-Inion
and Autonomous Republics and Regions. These as-
signments have a binding character and serve as a
means of. organizing and coordinating the efforts
of al1 the elements of the national economy, of
all the working people of the countrv.

The five-year plans owe their effectiveness, au-
thority and tremendous socio-economie role to the

3.

I
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fact that they determine both the aims of econornic
development in the next five vears and the means
of attaining them. Thanks to the plan, each econom-
ic unit and work collective clearly reaTizes its
place, its role, r,vhat it is to do, how, and why.
The unitv of r.vill and action that the frve-yeal plan
ensures trt'ns; it into a powerf r.r1 zrr:celerator of
econoliric pl'o!,fl'ess.

The history of the Soviet five-year plans is a
glorious record of the heroic efforts of the people
to overcome the age-old backwardness, to scale the
summits of econornic, social, scientific and techni-
cal progress, and to assert the ideals of humanism
and ju.stice" Each of these plans beals the imprint
of its time, but all of them are united by a com-
munity of aims and methods. Like the stages of a
mightv carrier rocket, the ten Soviet five-vear plans
have lifted our country to modern heights and
placed it in an orbit of new achievements.

The Prewar Pcrlod

It's alr,tays hard to blaze a trail. The drafting of
the first five-year plan was no exception. It invol-
ved strenuous efforts to work out and compare
different alternatives, and to find the ideal model
for a single nationai economic plan. It took some
time to decide on the optimal-five-year-variant of
the plan. Why exactly five years?

Todav, half a century later, many issues have
become clear. Arnong other things, the expediency
of planning for 6ve-year periods has been proved
by experience. This has confirrned the correctfless
of the words of Gleb Ktzhizhanovsky, the first

s?

Chairmarr of Gosplan, who wrote in 1.927, explai-
ning why the five-year cycle had been chosen:
"Filst, because five years is a period adequately
covering the construction of large projects sr.rch as
district heat and power plants, trunk laih,r,ay 1ines,
irrigation installations, etc. Secondly, there is a
certain cyclicity in our agriculture which makes it
possible to make the average annr-,al crop yield
the basis of long-term accounting over a period of
five years " . . Thirdly, and lastly, the breakdown of
the genelal plan into five-year cycles facilitates the
division of overall economic tashs into major buil-
ding stages conducive to concentrating the planners'
thotight on the principal elements of economic de-
velopment as a whole."

By 7928, the Soviet Union had completed the re-
habilitation of the economy. Production regained its
pre-revolutionary level. This served as the starting
point for the economic upsulge which was to begin
with the first five-year p1an. The nr-imerous scepti-
cal predictions expressed abroad were refu.ted by
the selfless labour of the Soviet people, who fulfil-
led the plan in four: years and three rnonths.

'.tlhis succes$ was all the moi'e sttiking against
the bachground of the unprecedentedly severe cyisis
that was racking the capitalist system. The world
crisis, or, as it was ca1led, the "great depressicrn"
al 1.929-1933 put back the economies of the leading
powers many years (if not decades).

Equally impressive were the results of the 2nd
five-year plan (1033-7937), which further strengthe-
ned the economic potential of the country and pro-
duced added ploof of the advantages of.a planned
econorny.
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The implementation of the 3rd five-year plan
was disrupted by fascist aggression: on June 22,
7941,, Nazi Germany treacherously attacked the So-
viet Union. A period of grim trials bcAan. And if
victory was won, if the aggressor was crushed and
world civilization saved, this was in part due to
the powerful economic and defensive potential of
the Soviet Union built up as a result of the first
five-year plans.

In the war years, in conditions of a constantly
changing situation, the economic iife of the countly
was ordered by operative plans, which made it pos-

'sible to shift industries to the Eastern regions, orga-
nize the manufactule of advanced weapons, and
ensure the supply of the population with foodstuffs
despite the seizure by the enemy of the country's
principal tarming areas. It was one more test which
the system of planned managiement passed with
flying colours.

The first, prewar five-year plans embraced a rel-
atively short period of twelve years during which
immense economic transformations were carried
out as a result of the purposeful policy of the Com-
munist Party. The Soviet Union turned from a back-
ward country into a great industrial power, advanc-
ing to 6rst place in Europe and second (after the
United States) in the world in the volume of indus-
trial output. Whole new industries were set up, such
as the motor and tractor, aircrafl, machine-tool and
chemical industries. Along with rapid growth rates
in all branches of the economy, structural changes
took place as a result of which the decisive role
came to be played by industries producing the
means of production, or producer goods (machines.

equipment, energy, fue1, and metals). In Soviet eco-
r:omic science these industries are called Croup
" A", as distinct from Group "8", which produces
foodstuffs, clothing, footv,,ear, cultural items, ho"urse-

hold articles, anci other consumer goods.
As can be seen from the diagram on page 40,

under these structural changes the volume of con-
sumer goods production, far from decreasing, rose
(4.2-f.old). A general idea of economic growth dur-
ing the prewar period is given by Table 4.

Table 4

Maln Indlcators
of the Soviet Unlonts Economlc

Growth tn 1928-1940 (with 1S28 as t)

I 940

National income
Industrial production, total

ir.r Group "A"
in Group "B"

Gross agrir:ultural produce
Capital investments
Productivity

in industry
itr agriculture

Retail trlLdc lut'uovel

5.1
6.5

l0
4.2
1.3
6.7

3.1
1.7
2.3

While investing heavily for economic develop-
ment purposes (in 7940 6.7 times more than in
1928), we did not lose sight of the vital needs of
the population: in 1940 twice as many consumer
goods 'wcrc purchased as in 7928.

ln tlie sarne period a veritable cultural revolu-
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Dlagran I
Changes in the Structure of the Soviet
Between 1928 and 1940. The Sirarc of the
Is Expressed in Per Ccnt of the 'fotal

lndustry
Groups

{l

tion took place in the country, virtually wiping out
illiteracy. 

-Between lhe 1926 afld 1939 censuses the
number of illiterate persons per 100 dropped from
43 to 10.

T[ar Wounds

As we have noted, during the years of the war
against Nazi Germany {L947-1945) the economic
hTe of the country was guided by operative plans.

The economic damage wrought by the war was

enormous. On the territory they occupied, the Nazi
invaders and their satellites totally or partially

lion people homeless and drove o{'t 1.7 million cat-

tle and 7 million horses. Twenty million Soviet
hich was the heaviest
all. In the districts

sants sometimes har-
hs, arrd a largc Par:t

of the industr"ial r,l'ork force consisted of adoles-
cents, old people and invalids. The revltalization
of tlie ".ontmy 

w.as the principal goal of the 4th
five-year plan for 1946-1950.

Percetlme Eerolsm

Between 1951 and 1965 the Soviet economy de-

veloped in accordance with the 5th, 6t-h and 7th
live-year plans.
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In 7957, in search of more effective ways of man-
aging the rapidly developing economy- the Eco-
nomic Councils, the state bodies of. territorial man-
agement of the industry and construction which
had justified themselves in the first years of Soviet
power, were restored. But with time, the shortcom-

problems of industrial deveiopment. In September
7965 a pTenary meeting of the CpSU Centril Com-
mittee recommended bringing economic manage-
ment, planning and stimulation into conformity
with the increased level of devel.opment of the
country's productive forces. The Economic Councils
were abolished and union-republican and all-union
industrial ministries were formed. This economic
reform will be dealt with later on.

The period 7951,-7965 saw new successes in econ-
omic, scientific and cultural development and in
raising the people's wellbeing. Utilization of atomic
energy for peaceful purpcses began. A Soviet citi-
zen, Yuri Gagarin, performed the fir.st manned
space flight. Huge electric powel, stations and in-
dustrial centres were built, nnd virgin lands were
put to the plough in Siberia and Kazakhstan.

- Everything that was accomplished during those
five-year periods hardTy needs to be enumerated
here. The point that has to be made is that, just as
during the establishment of industrial potential, the
Soviet system of planned management continuecl
to demonstrate its advantages in conditions of a
highly-developed modern economy.

43

*{.*
During the postrvar period the road of socialism

was tahcn by a whole group of countries in Europe
and Asia, and then in Amefica (Cuba). Drawing
on and cleatively developing Soviet experience
(blind imitation of foreign experience has never
done any good), these countries made confident
steps in planning their economies. Before long
they, too, went over to planning for five-year pe-
riods and began to coordinate their plans, on a vol-
untary basis, with one another, using for this pur-
pose their international economic organization, the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, which
was set up in 7949.

Soviet experience in national economic planning
began to be studied also by non-socialist countries,
which rvere changing their attitude of ill-will and
disbelief.

From QuantltY to QualllY

By the mid-sixties profound qualitative changes
had become apparent in the Soviet economy' They
can be divided, somewhat conditionally, into three
groups.

First, as a result of high growth rates and a

manifold increase in the scale of production, con-
siderable quantitative changes took place in the eco-
nom;y itself, which no longer rested on industry
inheiited from capitalism, but on its own, socialist
basis. As usual, quantitative changes eventually
led to qualitative ones. The need arose to adjust
the orientation of economic growth, to make cor-
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Growth oI Wellbelngrections in lolg-terrn econo[]ic development pro-
grammes.

Secondly, the scientific and technological revolu-
tion necessitated major changes in the approach
to economic growth problems and a reorganiza-
tion of the management system with a vieu, to
making maximum use of the achievements of this
revolution in the interests of a society of advanced
socialism.

Thildly, a number of new social tasks alose in
connection with the appreciable rise in the standard
of living of the population, and the greatly enhan-
ced production potential, with the resuiting growth
and diversification of the people's requlrements.
This is natural, for the better people live, the
broader and more varied their needs are. The so-
cialist state and its planning and, management bo-
dies had to modify the system and methods of mn-
ning the national economy in keeping with these
important changes. This work started in the middle
of the 1960s and extended to all elements of tl-re

system: planning, the structure of management,
and economic levers and stimuli. They will be
described in mor"c detail in subsequent chapters.

I{ele r;ve shall examine only those chartges whit:lr
affectecl the content and orier: tation ol five-year
plans. 'Ihey found reflection in the Bth (1966-1970)
and 9th (7971-7975) plans and a concentrated ex-
pression in the current 10th five-year plan (1976-
19S0). Since these three plans are united by.
single concept and the last of them reflects orost
vividly these profound changes, we shall dwell on
ttre specific featrires of the 10th p1an.

It rnay be said to have two principal featrrres.

great revolutionarY gains".



development of the health protection and education
systems and of culture. The social programme has
become the most important component of the five-
year plan.

The plan f.ot 1976-7980 sets concrete assisnments
in further raising the material and cultural stan-
dards of the people. For example. real incomes per
lread of the population are to go up by 21. per cent.
I repeat, rcal and" not mereiy cash incomes. Their
reality is ensured by the development of produc-
tion, the service industries and trade and the sta-
bility of retail prices. The possibility of rnaintain-
ing consumer goods prices at the same level for a
long period of time is one of the important advan-
tages of a planned economy.

Table 6

State Retall Prlees
(as per cenl of 1970 averages)

1975 lg77

dent grants and allowances to the mothers of large
families. Tn 7978, the payments and benefits from
the social consumption funds amounted to the co-

lossal sum of 105,500 million roubles, or 402 roub-
les per head of the population, which is 2'5 times
the lverage monthly cash earnings of factory and
office workers.

An important part of the social programme is
improvement of housing conditions. Between 1971

and tgZS alone, more than 11 million new flats and
individtral houses with a total floor space of. 544
million square metres were built. This meant new
or better housing tor 56 million people, the over-
whelm.ing majority of rvhom received it free of
charge. I New houses totalling 550 million square
metres are to be built in 7976-7980, to improve
the housing conditiorts of more than 50 million
people. In other rvords, ten million Soviet citizens
have housewarming parties every year. As for rent,
it has remained unchanged for 50 years now and,
together with utility charges, does not claim more
than three per cent of the income of a worker's
family.

All commodities
Foodstuffs
Non-foodstuffs

99.7
100.9
98

100
100.9
99

I

I

Efflclency anil Quallty

It should be added that many important require-
ments of the population of the Soviet Union are
satisfied free of charge, at the expense of societ5r.
Education at all levels and all medical assistance
is free, and the state also foots a Targe pafi of the
bill for the maintenance of children of pre-school
age. The means to cover these expenses are taken
out of the so-calle d social consumption lunds. These
funds are also used to pay old-age pensions, stu-

Another saiient fealure of the 10th plan is that
the economy of the country is consistently oriented
towards raising the efficiency of production and
towards improving the quality of work in all bran-
ches of the national economy. This is necessitated
by the new conditions of economic development'

I I{ousing construction is also conducted by house-build-
ing cooperitives. The plots of land for oooper-ative houses

^re 
provided hy the state free of charge.
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The decisive part in ensuring economic arowth
belongs today to scientific and technical progress,
and to a prompt introduction of its achievements
in the national economy.

The raising of productivity accounts in large
measure for the growth of the national income and
output in the principal sectors of the economSz. fp
the current five-year period the productivity of so-
cial labour in the national economy is to be raised
by 25 per cent, which is to contribute up to nine-
tenths of the increment in the national income.

As distinct from the past, when a considerable
part of the increase in the national wealth was at-
tained ihrough the construction of new enterprises,
i.e., by means of extensive development of the econ-
omy, today the stress is on productivity in exis-
ting enterprises. The growing role of productivity
is clear from Table 6.

Table 0

Share ol the Increment ln Industrial Output
Obtalned lrom Higher Productlvlty

(per eent of the total)

1961-1965
1966-1970
I S71-1975
1976 1980

A Flve-Year Plen ac
a Slngle Whole

A state five-year plan constitutes a single whole.
It gives a general outlioe of the main tasks and
proportions of economic growth, sets out a social
progra-mme, anel envisages measures for hastening

62
73
84
s0

scientific and technical progress. Its main sections
set assignments for the development of industry,
agriculture, building, transport, and branches of the
non-productive sphere. These assignments are dis-
tributed among the appropriate ministries, the
executors of the plan, and handed down by them to
enterprises and their amalgamations.

Parallel to this, assignments are set for the com-
prehensive economic development of the Union Re-
publics and Targe economic regions and areas. There
is a special section in the plan which contains pro-
yisions for raising the standard of living of the
population and other social targets. Measures for
promoting external economic ties are also envis-
aged (see chart on next page).

The scope of the ;"; ;"r-its but a seneral
description of the most important methods of plan-
ning, which have been continually improved since
the introduction of national economic planning in
the USSR, namely the balance, normative and task-
oriented programme methods.

The Balanee Method

The successful devetop-":J}1": nationar econ-
omy and its efficiency depend to a considerable
extent on the proportionate development of its
branches. By proportionality we understand the cor-
respondence between the volume and structure of
production and of requirements. Absence of this
correspondence gives rise to disproportions, and to
4-304
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Chart I
General Schematic Chart of a Five-Year Plan
1. State Iive-year plan for economic and social deve-

looment
2. Pl^urr, for branches of the economy (plans of USSR

ministries and dePartments)
3, Plans for the comprehensive development of Union

Republics
4. Plans for the development of branches of economy

of Union RePublics
S. pir". tor ttie development of the Autonomous Re-

publics, regions, cities and districts
O. Fi"* of e"nterprises, institutions and organizations

over- or underproduction of goods' An economic
crisis is a vivid manifestation of disproportions'

National ecooomic planning makes for propor-
tionate development of the economy ruling out cri-
ses and inflation. How is this achieved? From the
viewpoint of the method of planning, proportionali-
ty of the national economy is ensured on the basis
of the balance method. As we have noted, it con-
sists in mainlaining harmony between production
and requirements. It is appiied through the drawing
up of 6ahnces-plan documents taking stock of the

'oolr*" of requirements in some or other goods and
the resources for meeting these requirements.

To take an example. During the drafting of a

let us say, at 100 million tons' The actual rolled
stock production is 90 millicn tons. This means
that to meet the demand fully, new plants with an
aggregate capacity of 10 million tons of rolled
steel are to be built in the course of the planned
five-year period. The other way is to import the
required amount.

in the conditions of the growing international di-
vision of labour and developing socialist economic
integration of the CMEA ccuntries, export-import
deliveries constitute an important element of draf-
ting balances, in the course of which account is
tahen of the material resources brought forward and
the reserves necessary for the uninterrupted deve-
lopment of production and the rapid satisfaction of

J

1

i
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new requiretnents. Here is
led steel (million tons).

given above, construction of new iron and steel
mills was required to ensure a proportionate de-
velopment of the national economy. If the socialist
state finds this requirement socially justified, it allo-
cates thc necessary resources, having been entrusted
by the people with the task of disposing o$ all the
social wealth of the country, and therefore being
able, and called upon, to solve tasks connected
with the satisfaction of social requirements.

Hence, for the balances and other plan calcula-
tions not simply to remain ot papet, real economic
powers are needed. Such powels exist where there
is one master, one o$/ner of all the basic means of
production-the socialist state.

The Normatlve Method

Closely connected with the balance method of
planning, the normative method has the advantage
in that it makes it possible not only to meet cer-
tain requirements, but to do so at minimum cost.

Again an example by way of illustration. In the
conditional balance for ro11ed steel given in Table 7
the requirements of the engineering industry are
estimated at 60 million tons. Why precisely this
figure? This depends on the rates of metal expendi-
ture for the manufacture of one tractor, machine
tool, combine harvester, car, and so on. If, for in-
stance, the rate of expenditure of steel per tractor
is 800 kilograms, a tractor factory whose annual
output is 20,000 t1'actors will require 16,000 tons
of rolled steel.

The rate of expenditure can be lowere.d by im-
proving the design, using more advanced produc-

a balance sheet for rol-

Table 7

Procluction (rcsourccs) Requirements

Brought forward
Production
Import

Total

1. Requircmcnts of en-
gineering industry
construction
transport
other branches

2. Export
3. Reserves replenish-

mcnt
Total

Brought forward

2.5
98

2

60
20

5
5
I -at

2.5

100
2.5

Balancc Balance 102.5

J

I
I(

t,

1

I
A

J

il

I

l
I
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tion methods, reducing waste, improving the quali-
ty of metal. A whole complex of factors is involved
here. Most of them, too, are objects of planned man-
agement (the plan sets targets for technical pro-
gress, reconstruction of produ-ction, improvement
of the quality of output, and so on). Consequently,
through the plan, the state can induce a lowering of
the rates of metal consumption and a raising of
production efficiency in other ways.

This work has great social significance. A lowe-
ring of the rates of expenditure of rolled metal
(this is one of the objectives of the normative
method) will make it possible to meet the require-
ments in it with a smaller amount of metal, thereby
obviating or reducing the need for expanding its
production. Figuratively speaking, a whole iron and
steel plant can thus be "saved".

And that is what actually takes place in real life.
For example, in the period 7976-7980, improvement
of manufacturing techniques, use of more economi-
cal materials and manufactures, and other measures
are to bring about a major reduction in the rates of
expenditure of material resources, which includes
the saving of 9 million tons of rolled steel.

The means thus saved and leleased can be used
for improving the life of the people: for the con-
struction of more hospitals, houses and sports fa-
cilities, for greater production of consumer goods,
and for other social purposes.

The use of the normative method in planning is
based on keeping careful account of scientific and
technical achievements and on the study of progres-
sive expelience at home and abroad,

tlD

Iffffih3'#r,t"f,
This method occupies an important place in the

system of planning, especially at present. Its es-
sence consists in the following. Drawing on re-
search findings and the results of extensive discus-
sion, the socialist state determines the principal
tasks of economic and social developmenf. These
aims have already been described in the second
chapter. ,They may vary in magnitude, importance
and in the time-limits set for th_eir attainment.

Organizing practical work for the accomplish-
ment of economic and social development tasks is
as important as their correct choice and definition.
After the aims have been determined, this work as-
sumes decisive importance. The attainment of aims
is ensured through the system of planned manage-
ment of the national economy. It iJ for this purp6se
that the task-oriented programme method is used.

For each of the set tasks a comprehensive pro-
gramme is drawn up which covers the totality of the
resoulc necessary for
its real method)-. The
compre a clear defini_
tion of its realization

qomprehensive solution of problems involved in
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the recruitment of manpower, development of trans-
port, housing construction, the establishment of the
necessary social infrastructure, and so on. All these
problems are important and interconnected and

territorial-production. The biggest of them include
the construction of the Baikal-Amur Railway and
the development of the natural resources of itJ zone,
the development of the oil and gas industry of
West Siberia, the development of the agriculture
of the Non-Black Soil Zone of the Russian Federa-

of the atomic power engi-
gramme for introducing
on for young people has
Among the other social

programmes under way are the elimination of the
housing shortage, the satisfaction of the popula-
tion's requirements in foodstuffs in keeping with
scientific standards, and the gradual reduction and
eventual elimination of arduous, manual and low-
skilled jobs.

Comprehensive programmes form part of five-
year plans or are included in them as stages, which
accentuates the task orientation of the plans them-
selves.

ry.
HOW ]TIANAGEMENT OF
THE DCONOMY IS ORGANIZEI)

)
I

I,
,

Planning is the pivot of economic management
under socialism, but it is not the be all and end all.
To ensure the smooth, integrated running of a giant
economic complex, coordinating the work of mil-
lions of people, a many-tiered and ramified manag-
erial system is needed. A latge
cannot operate normallY without
ning, financial and other departm
service, and so on. Such services
sary for the national economy as a whole.

The present management structure of the national
economy is the result of long evolution and a con-
tinual iearch for the most rational and effective
procedures. Its basic principles ate laid down in
the Constitution of the USSR:

" Article 76. The economy of the USSR is an in-
tegral economic complex comprising all the ele-
ments of social production, distribution, and ex-
change on its territory.

"The economy is rnanaged on the basis of state
plans for economic and social development, with
due account of the sectoral and territorial princi-
ples, and by c zed direction with the
managefial- in initiative of individ-
ual and amal ses and other orga-
nizations, for is made of manage-
ment accounting, profit, cost, and other economic
levers and incentives."



We shall concentrate on ttvo points: the com-
bining of. centualized direction with managerial in-
dependence and initiative, and the coordination of
the sectoral and territorial principles. As for the
use of economic levers and incentives, we shall
take up this subject in the next chapter.

Centrallsm and Inltlatlve

An "either . . . or" approach is inapplicable to
complex economic phenomena. The idea that centra-
lism understood in a genuinely democratic sense
does not run counter to independence and initia-
tive was thoroughly substantiated by Lenin who
formulated it in the principle of democratic centra-
lism. It is important to realize that Lenin does not
speak oI centralism "in genera7", let alone bure-
aucratic centralism. He has in mind centralism
uthich expresses the unified tuill of the uorhing pe-
ople and is therefore genuinely democratic in its
nature and social content. ". . .Centralism, under-
stood in a truly democratic sense," Lenin wrote at
the time of the emergence of the Soviet system of
management, "presupposes the possibility, created
for the first time in history, of a fuil and unhampe-
rerl development not only of specific local features,
but also of local inventiveness, local initiative, of
diverse ways, methods and means of progress to
the common goa7." r

It is on this understanding of democratic centra-
lism that the Soviet economic management system
rests. We work on the principle that centralism and

I Y. I. Lerrin, Collected Worlcs, Vol. 27, p. 208,

1
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of the country's economy.
Let us lake a closer look at the problem' Inten-

adopted.
Tt go to extremes here and reach for more than

yo, .i, grasp is highly undesirable-. Attempts to

loncentratl all decision-making in the higher bo-

the development of the national economy as a

whole. ThiJ approach also extends the initiative and

freedom of action of the lower economic units,



of responsibility in the various
mic management is determined
A great deal depends here on
conditions, and therefore this

questions on which it has the fullest and most re-
liable information and which it is thus able to
decide in the most competent way.

#li:,s*i:l$g:ffi}
The- m_ost important guestions, including the ap-

proval of state plans for economic and iocial dL-

A wide ran alls under the juris-
diction of the Ministers, the hlgh-
est executive ve body. Specifical-
ly, the Council

- drafts long-term and current state plans for
economic and social development and the state
budget and takes measures to execute them;

- drafts and implements measures to raise the
material and cultural standards of the people, to
develop science and technology, to errsuie [h" ,u-
tional utilizalion and conservation of the natural

resources, to consolidate the monetary and credit
systems, to pursue uniform prices, wages and so-
cial security policies, and to organize state insur-
ance and a uniform system of accounting and
statistics;

- organizes the management of industrial, con-
struction, and agricultural enterprises and amalga-
mations, transport and communications enterprises,
banks, and other organizations and institutions of
all-Union subordination.

A number of inter-sectoral agencies are respon-
sible for the functional, day-to-day management of
the national economy. Central among thern is the
State Planning Committee of the USSR (Gosplan).
The functions of the other inter-sectoral bodies can
be seen from their names: the State Committee for
Science and Technology, the State Committee for
Labour and Social Affairs, the State Committee for
Material and Technical Supply, the Ministry of
Finance, the State Bank, and the Construction Bank.

The various branches of industry, agriculture,
construction and transport are managed by the ap-
propriate sectoral ministries.

The search for the most rational and efficient
system of management for the national economy
has been in progress for many years. In 1.gGS
transition began to the currently existing sectoral
system oI management of the economy. This system
makes it possible to pursue a uniform scientific
and technical policy and to orientate production to
meeting society's requirements in goods and ser-
vices. It accords most fully with the process of the
social division of labour leading to the formation of
independent branches of production.
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Each branch of the economy is managed by a
ministry whose head, the minister, is a member of
the government appointed by the Supreme Soviet.
The ministry is accountable to the Communist
Pafiy, the state and the people for the branch of
the economy in its charge, for the quality of its
output and for the fullest possible satisfaction of
the country's requirements in the products of that
branch.

I""",l;i:'."Tt#t"nascmenr

In the USSR this principle plays a role of im-
mense importance, and not only because of the
size of. the country, which occupies one-sixth of the
land surface of the earth.

The USSR is a multinational state incorporating
15 equal Union Republics, which formed the Union
on a voluntary basis, and many Autonomous Re-
publics and regions. The economy of each of these
entities, while forming a part of the unified national
eccnomic complex, has its own specific features and
also constitutes an economic unit. Hence the need
for comprehensive economic management in each
republic.

In the practice of planned management the sec-
toral and territorial principles complement each
other. This is achieved by a number of different
methods. In particular, the single state plan for
the economic and social development of the country
has two aspects, the sectoral and the territorial.
Each republic forms its own managerial agencies
(republican Gosplan, Ministry of Finance, etc.).

The republic's plan for economic and social de-
velopment is drafted by its Council of Ministers
taking into account not only the overall reqtrire-
ments of the country, but also the republic's spe-
cific national features and established traditions.
It is then approved by the republican Supreme So-
viet.

The requirements and resources of the Union
Republics are also reflected in the structure of sec-
toral management, for instance, in the establish-
ment of Union-republican ministries such as the
ministries of light industry, of the food industry,
of agriculture, trade, and a number of others.
Alongside the USSR Ministry of Light Industry,
which is 'r charge of this industry on a country-
wide scale, there are republican ministries of light
industry, subordinated both to the USSR Ministry
of Light Industry and to the Councils of Ministers
of the republics (so-called double subordination).
In addition, there are ministries in the republics
which ate subordinated only to their republican
Council of Ministers, such as the ministries of
motor and river transport, local industry, and
others.

The structure of national economic management
in the Soviet Union is shown in schematic form
on page 64.

Recent years have seen important changes in the
structure of national economic management, dicta-
ted in the final analysis by the aheady mentioned
qualitative changes in the economy itself, by the
growing degree of. socialization of production, and
by the ever greater integration of science and pro-
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Chart 2
1. USSR Council of Ministers
2. AII-Union Ministries and Departments
3. Union-Republican Ministries and Dcpartrnents
4. Councils of Ministers of Union Republics
5. Union-Republican l(inistries and Departments of

Union Republics
6. Republican Ministries and Departments
7. Amalgamations lnd Enterprises Within Union Juri-

sd ir:ti on
8. Amalganiations and Enterpriscs Within Rcpublican

Jurisdiction

ddction. There arose a number of problems clamou-
ring for solution. In particular, individual enter-
prises, especially small ones but also those of me-
dium size, proved unable to measure up to the
demands of the changed conditions, actively to
utilize the achievements of the scientific and techno-
logical revolution, the advantages of specialization
in production, and the new rights with which they
had been vested.

It became necessary to enlarge the primary eco-
nornic unit, to bring science as close as possible to
production, at the same time bringing manager.nent,
too, closer to production, and removing the nume-
rous intermediate and often superfluous administ-
rative and economic links between ministries and
enterprises.

In 1.973, in keeping with decisions of the CPSU
Central Committee and the USSR Council of Mi-
nisters, the reorganization began and has continued
to this day, in a planned, systematic way, in kee-
ping with the master plan which each ministry
works out for its industry and which is approved
by the government.

Problems ol Reorganlzatlon

New questions arise in connection with this
rearganizalion. What should the primary economic
unit look like? How should sectoral management
be altered?

For a long time individual enterprises-factories,
mills, etc.-were the primary economic units, and
this was historically justified and necessary. Now

5-30r
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that they have been found unable to carry out the
new tasks which confront them, they are being rep-
laced, as primary economic units, by prodiction
amalgamations, each consisting, as a rule, of seve-
ral previously independent enterprises and re-
search and development organizations.

Sometimes antaTgamation takes place on the basis
of a research institute, which becomes the head
organizalion of a research and production amalga-
mation.

A New Type of Enterprise

Amalgamation should not be understood as the
mechanical joining together, under a single name-
plate, of different enterprises having nothing in
common with one another. That would be senseless
from the economic point of view. The new primary
economic units consist of enterprises linked by
common production processes or tasks or by a
common sequence of processes. Within an amalga-
mation production is specialized among the mem-
ber units and certain functions are centralized (pre-
paratory operations, cutting of materials, supply
and marketing departments, etc.). Special attention
is given to establishing firm links between the pro-
duction and research divisions of the amalgamation.

In 7977 nearTy 3,700 production and research
and production amalgamations existed in Soviet
industry, accounting for more than 44 per cent of
marketed industrial output. The dynamics of the
growth of the number of production and research
and production amalgamations in industry and of

87

their share in
below.

output can be seen from the table

Table 8

Year
Number' ...:;"' Amalgamations' share in

.....^,*.."j...,^_ markeledoulprrt {p(.r cel)l)irmargzlmailons

6.7
21.4
44.:l

Depending on the specific nature of an industry,
location of enterprises, and other factors, ailalga-
mations vary greatly in size..There are Targe amaT-
gamations in the motor industry, such as the in-
ternationally known Soviet frrms ZIL (based on the
Lil<hachov Motor Works in Moscow) and AvtoYAZ
in the town of Togiiatti, which manufactures Lada
cars. Equally large amalgamations have been set
up in the metal-manufactur.ing and mining indus-
tries: the Magnitogorsk iron and steel combine and
the Norilsk mining and metal-manufacturing com-
bine. Much smaller amalgamations exist in the light
and the food industries.

For all the distinctions between them, production
amalgamations are a typical unit of Soviet indus-
trv today, and it is with them that the future 1ies.

New prcduction amalgamations are not created
hastily. Every proposal is carefully weighed by com-
petcnt agencies, and only then decided upon. This
approach chat:acterizes the present style of running
the Soviet economy. On the whole the r,vork of
establishing production amalgamations in industry
is to be completed by the end of 1980.

5.

1970
197lt
t9?7

608
2,314
3,670
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The organization of production amalgamations
has 1ed to substantial changes in the system of sec-
toral management, making it possible to reduce
the number of managerial links and bring admi-
nistrative bodies closer to production.

Today the highest managerial body of an in-
dustry, its headquarters, is the ministry headed by
the minister. In addition, there is a collective ma-
nagetiaT body, the collegium of the ministry, which
at its regular sittings examines the main problems
in the development of the industry, discusses ques-
tions pertaining to personnel selection and distribu-
tion, and hears the reports of heads of ministry
departments, amalgamations, and enterplises. The
ministry has departments and divisions conccrned
with planning, scientific and technical progress,
finances, wages, and so on.

Attached to the ministries are scientific and tech-
nical councils. These are public bodies consisting
of plominent scientists and other experts, and
their role in solving scientific and technical devel-
opment problems is rising steadily. They thus
serve as an effective means of seculing the partici-
pation of scientists and the public at large in ma-
naging prod,:ction.

Most indu.stries have a two- or three-tier mana-
gerial system. In the former instance production
amalgamations (., individual large enterprises)
are subordinated directly to the ministry, without
any intermediate links.

However, this system cannot be applied in all
industries (because of their specific nature, the
large number of enterprises concerned, their ter-
ritorial disunity, etc.). Hence the three-tier system
with an intermediate link-the all-Union or republi-
can industrial amalgamation-to which production
amalgamations ate subordinated. Industiial amal-
gamations, as distinct from produ ction amalgama-
tions which form the primary link of the national
economic system, were established comparatively
recently. Formerly the job of running gro.rps of
enterprises was done by production departments
of the ministries, which were purely administrative
bodies and could not effectively minage the enter-
prises subordinated to them. The industrial amal-
gamations, which do not form a part of the mi-
nistry itself, are large production-economic com-
plexes operating ou the basis of cost accounting.

Cost _accounting will be dealt with in the next chapter. I:Iere
we shall only note that it is based on the principl-e of self-
Iinancing, i.e., of covering all expenses out-of iniome. It is
a highly ellectivc method of ntanagement combining incen-
t!v9 !o bcttcr pcrformancc rvith matcrial responsibility. Thc
old-tirne mirristerial dcpartments covered theii expcnsei frorn
the state budget.

Thus, on the one hand, the industrial amalgama-
tions have much greater genuine managerial free-
dom (in the allocation of resources, in promoting
technical innovation and improving the quality of
output) and on the other, they are materially re-
sponsible for the results of their economic activity.

One further point must be emphasized. The de-
legation of a number of the functions of operative
management to industrial amalgamations relieues
the ministries ol tlte need to mal<e decisions on a
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host oI specific, rclatiuely secondary questions, there-
by enabling them to concentrate on the long-term,
strategic problems in the development of the in-
dustry, that is, to do exactly what ministries are
supposed to do.

Thus production amalgamations have become the
principal units of the national economic system.
They are f.airly large in size, having from several
thousand to tens of thousands of employees. The
largest employ more than L00,000 workers. It is
not an easy matter to manage such an economic
complex.

Management

ll"d"h'x,iff"
Three main trends characterizing lhe improve-

ment of management within the framework of pro-
duction amalgamations can be singled out.

The first is the improvement of management
structure. This involves the elimination of parallel
managerial links that duplicate each other, and the
centralization of certain functions at the head en-
terprises of an amaTgamation. The general aim in
this work is to orient management as much as pos-
sible towards raising the efficiency of production
and attaining high end results.

The second trend is the active use of modern
technology in managetnent. The majority of large
amalgamations have introduced or are introducing
automated control systems using computers. These
systems raise considerably the operational efficien-

7l

cy of management and permit fuTler utllization of
modern technology and the improvement of pro-
duction techniques.

However, while facilitating managerial work and
making it more efficient, machines can never ob-
viate the need for human participation. Manage.
ment has been, and remains, a variety of creative

ant part is played
Hence the parallel
role in controlling
in the continued

rise in the professional competence of managers
and the democratization of managemerrt-processes
that complement each other in practice.

The raising of the professional level is neces-

Enumeration is being done
in this sphere much space. It
is important to ocess of profes-
sionalization of not lead 1o the
formation of a special elite social stratum of man-
agers standing above the people. This is ruled out
by both the very system of socialism and by the
constantly deepening process of democratizalion of
management.
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HfiHT"H.TIN*""
The participation of the masses of the working

people in running the state is a cornerstone of the
Soviet political and economic system. This participa-
tion is to be observed at all levels of the manage-
ment of the economic and social processes in the
country, being partic:ularly widespread and fixed in
the primary units of the economic system, that is,
in enterprises and amalgamations. The role and
functions of work collectives in rnanagement are
given legal enforcement in the Constitution:
"Article 8. Work collectives take part in discussing
and deciding state and public affairs in planning
production and social development, in training
and placing personnel, and in discussing and de-
ciding matters pertaining to the management of
enterprises and institutions, the improvement of
working and living conditions, and the use of funds
allocated both for developing production and for
social and cultural purposes and financial incenti-
ves."

By taking part in production management So-
viet citizens exercise one of the greatest human
rights-the right to dispose of social wealth, to be
the masters of their country. And it cannot be
otherwise under socialism, for the means of pro-
duction are public property, i.e., belong to each
and all.

il'ilr'l'":1"'*l'f 
rpatron

The forms of working people's participation in
management vary widely. The principal vehicles
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arc mass public organizations-the ftade unions, the
Young Communist League, the inuentors' and in-
nouators' societies, and others.

with.
In agriculture, collective farms have their own

democritic forms of management. A collective
farm is a cooperative otganization run by a chair-
man and a board elected by a general meeting of
the membership, the supreme body which discus-
ses and adopti the farm's plans and decides all
other important questions.

Colleclive farms themselves plan their work,
which they conduct on land given them by the
state for free use in perpetuity' When drawing up
plans they are guided by the state plan for the pur-
chase of agricultural produce and by the need for
rational utilization of farmland.

Soclallst Emulatlon

Socialist emulation is one of the most important
rking PeoPle
comPetition,
time mutual
i,vork collec-
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tives of enterprises and even whole regions and
republics participate in emulation, each trying to
outperform its opposite number, to work better,
more productively, more efficiently, more succes-
sfully, and to be the victor in this loftiest of con-
tests.

What motivates the participants in socialist emu-
lation? There is the natural desire to prove one's
worth, to find a way of displaying one's capabilities
and discharging one's energy most fruitfully. There
is also the urge to do something outstanding, he-
roic. But there is more to it than that.

A spirit of competition is inherent in man. Since
childhood we compete in strength and adroitness,
in intelligence and talent. There is nothing repre-
hensible in a person's striving for primacy if it
can serve the interests of society. But it can also do
harm to society. This depends first and foremost on
how the given society is ordered.

Socialism has awakened these mighty forces, be-
cause in a society freed from exploitation labour
became a matter of honour, the main factor deter-
mining a man's place among people. His labour
contribution to the common cause, the so-called
measure of labour, determines the measure of
respect for him, and the measure of his self-respect.
For under socialism everything created through
labour belongs to the men of labour themselves,
and only to them. Hence the magnanimous striving
to share the "secrets" of one's success and skill
with others. For all are working for one common
cause. Thus mutual assistance becomes inseparable
from rivalry in work.

,16

At the present time, the primary objectives of
cnrulation ate the acceleration of scientific and
tcchnical progress, raising the efficiency of produc-
tion and improving the quality of output. In achiev'
ing success in this, working people accomplish
Lhc same task which the system of management
docs. Socialist emulation and management are in-
scparable from each other: emulation contributes
to the fu1filment of production p1ans.

One more thing. The leaders in emulation are
lclazing, as it were, a trail to the future. As they
say in our country, "Ahe record set by today's in-
novator is tomorrow's standard fov a17." The pro-
gressive methods demonstrated by winners in emu-
lation help improve plan assignments and quotas,
making the best achievements available to everyone.
So in this sense as well socialist emulation is an
element of the system of planned economic manage-
ment.

Economlc (nowledge for All

To enable the rank and file in industry and agri-
culture to take part in management competently
and hence fruitfully, large-scale instruction in the
fundamentals of economics has been conducted for
many years in the USSR. As many as 42 million
people received such training in L971.-7975.

They were acquainted with the aims and content
of the economic policy of the Communist Party and
the government, the laws and mechanisrn of plan-
ned management, the processes of price formation
and income distribution, and the means of raising
productivity and improving the quality of output.

I



In addition, there is a well-developed system for
disseminating information about the development
of the national economy. A1l this enables Soviet
working people to participate actively in mana-
ging social production, correctly appraise economic
phenomena and processes, and submit useful pro-
posals for improving the performance of the tearn,
the enterprise, and the state as a whole.

This, in general 
"rr1;r":ir.tt " ,yrt"m of manage-

ment of the Soviet economy, based on planning
and characterized by flexibility, constant improue-
ment, and the actiue participation oI the tnass ot
the working people in discussing problems and in
decision-making.

However, the picture would be incomplete with-
out a description of one more aspect, namely, the
role played in management by economic levers and
incentives. This is the subject of the next chapter.

v.
ECONOMIC LEVERS
OF TIANAGEMENT

fffi:"*,f"T*u'"*
It would be incorrect to think that the absolute

domination of public ownership of the means of
production obviates the need to make workers
materially interested in the results of their work.
The principle, "From each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs," will come into its
own only under communism. During the first phase
of communist society, that is, under socialism, ma-
terial benefits are distributed according to work.

Socialist production, even though it grows from
year to year, does not make it possible to imple-
ment the communist principle of distribution. Also,
the consciousness of the people is not sufficiently
high yet to a1low this. Work has not yet become
the first need and a source of creati'ie pleasure
for all those living in socialist society. There still
are people who have not developed an inner urge
to work to the best of their abilities for the common
good, an awareness of their social duty. Besides,
the 1evel of development of the productive forces
is not sufficiently high to meet fully the constantly
growing requirements of people, to whom labour
remains the source of the means of subsistence.
Hence the need for the socialist state to take certain
measures to induce people to work, to use mate.
rial interest in the results of labour, to employ so-
called economic levers and stimuli.
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The latter are an indispensable element of the
planned management system. The credit for de-
monstrating their need and indicating how they
could be used goes to Lenin, who even in the ear-
ly years of socialist construction gave theoretical
grounding to the principle of personal material in-
terest and the importance of the financial and credit
mechanism in developing the socialist economy.

These scientific guidelines laid by Lenin are used
in the planned economic management system to
this day. The reservation must be made here that
although such categories as profit, wage, price, etc.,
are stil1 used in the socialist economy, their essence,
their economic and social meaning have changed
radically. They owe their new content to the as-
cendency of public ownership which ru-les out
unearned income, exploitation of man by man,
profiteering, the drive for profit and the urge to
enrich oneself at the expense of society or other
peopie. A man's material welfare depends now on
his work for the common good, on its eFfectiveness,
and on its end resrrlts.

Iif$",:'rI:Iffi'"
The applica.tion of one or other of the economic

levers depends on what is in the interests of the
people. Socialism does not underrate economic
interests as inducements to human activity. In the
final anahrsis, people are guided by their economic
interests in developing production, irnproving tech-
nology and the organization of labour and striving
to make better use of the available resources. The

important thing is what these interests are, and how
they are interrelated. Here we come to the para-
mount importance of the cardinal changes socialism
has wrought in the economic organiiation of so-
ciety.

Public ownership removes the antagonism of
class interests stemming from the fact that so-e
classes live off the labour of others. In turning all
members-of society into equal working peoplel so-
cialism eliminates the conflict of interesis 6etween
the exploiting and the exploited. Awareness of these
fundame-ntal changes is essential to understanding
the problems of real socialism.

Socialism makes harmony possible between the
economic interests of society, its constituent groups,
and its individual members. Under soclalism all
social wealth, all the fruits of labour belong to the
workers themselves. But this basic commonllity of
interests does not signify their identity, their iom-
plete coincidence.

Differences, sometimes quite appreciable ones, do
exist between the interests of society, work col-
lectives, and individual workers. Hence the neces-
sity for the planned management system to harmo-
nize these interests, to mal<e that which accords
with the vital interests of socialist society as a
whole beneficial to each work collective and each
individual worker. In practical terms, this presup-
poses the use of such stimuli and incentives is will
make individuals and work collectives interested

ity of output,

a motor sup_
them in mo-
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tion, and management and the organizalion of

iuUo"r, with theii levers and stimuli, can be com-

pared to the wheel which steers this energy in a

goals.
A large array of economic levers is rised' Some

of them" are designed to stimulate individual wor-
kers, others, the economic activity of enterprises

and their amalgamations.

PaY for Work

vidual prosperity it cannot be otherwise' As it says

in the Constitution:
" Atticle 14. The source of the growth of social

*"uttt and of the wellbeing of the people, and of

"u.h 
irdiridual, is the labour, free from exploita-

tion, of Soviet PeoPle'

"The state exercises control over the measure of
labour and of consumption in accordance with the
principle of socialism: 'From each according to his
ability, to each according to his work'.,'

Payment for work in accor
and quality makes workers
their qualifications, in m
achievements and advanced

mon cause?

6-304
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month). EverYbodY
performance of the
earnings of each o

This method of s

concern for the oPeration
i"i"tu"." towards- shortcomings in all employees'

The questioil may arise, why is the pay of indi-
vi.lrral r,irork"r, made dependent on the perforrnance

of the eittire enterptise? This question would be

legitimate
med one
the worke
master, or, more Precisel
tion, vested with broad rights and porvers as re-

qards its management. Conlequently' the success of

;h; ;;;ot ca"use d.epends on him as well' Tha"t is

*hv-stimrulation of individual workers in accordance

*iti, tl-,e resrttts oI collective labour has become an

irnportant elernent in the organizalion of remunera-

tion.---ifr" 
rise ia the effectiveness of sccialist produc-

tion is accompanied by a steady grorvth of wages'

i"-ti"rr .f the stability of state retail prices for
g;"at- and services chaiacieristic of socialism' the

il'owth o[ m,:netarv incomes results in an imptove-

ilent in the standard of living (see diagram on

page S3).
'-T"t shotild be added that the size of' the waqes dces

,oi ioily reflect the siandard of living of SovieL

;;;pi;;"i., the11 aLso enjov pa5'i,ents, and benefits

fr;; Lhe sociil ccnsumption funds'I Thanks to

I State lin:lncccl fuuds pnying for free -education 
at all

f"r"fr,--it"" rnerlical astlstnn"ie of aII kinds' pensions'

;;;k;."-;;;.flts, paid holidavs, various allowlnces' :rnrl so on'

Dlagram 2
(irorvth of Avorage Wagcs of Faclory and Office
Wolkcrs (in roubles)

r6(}

96.5

1965 197I

l.
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these ftrnds the real average earnings in 7978 wete

in influencing Production'

Labour-a Matter of Honour

Let us now turn to the other aspect of the ques-
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bcst workers reccive government decorations and
other tokens of merit. Their pictures are printed
in periodicals and put on public display on special
boards of honour. The rnost distinguished of the
worlrers, farmers, industrial executives, teachers,
doctors, scientists and persons of othey trades and
professions are made Heroes of Socialist Labour.
Nationwide publicity is given to them by the mass
media. Applied together with economic incentives,
these moral stimuli help accelerate social progress.

The economic -";";r;, for stimulatins the
activity of production enterprises are bound up
with the system of cost accounting, a specific form
of management within the socialist economy.

Cosl Accountlng

When setting up an enterprise the socialist state
provides it with the necessary means, which make
up what may be called its chartered capital. Opera-
ting in accordance with the state plan, the enter-
prise rnust cover all its expenses from sales. This
is the basis of cost accounting (also referred to as
economic accountability, profit and loss accounting,
cost-benefit analysis, etc.)

Because of the need to operate at a profit the
state makes an effective use of various economic
levers. The more efficiently an enterprise or amalga-
mation uses the fu.nds allocated to it and the higher
its income, the greater resources it has at its dis-
posal for the further improvement of production and
the greater material incentives it offers to its em-
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ployees. Poor performa.nce means lotver income for
the personnel.

A,iaterial inceniives are coupled lvith material
re is one of the PliirciPles of ccst
ac g this PrinciPle, Lenin vrrote:
'1 and factories have been founded
on a PreciselY in order that
they resPonsible and, more-
over, heir enterPrises working
witho

Cost accounting, which helps harmonize the econ-

omic interests of society, the work collective and
its individual mcmbers, presupposes the use of a

vr-ho1e system of economic devices. Specifically, use

is made of such categories as price, cost, and profit'

How Prlces Are Formed

As rve have noted, in socialist society the prices

of a1l goods and services are fixed centrally by the
state and enterprises cannot raise or reduce them
at wil1. The structure of the price of the production
of an industrial enterprise is shown in Chart 3 on
page 87.- 

As we can see, price is formed from cost (produc-

tion cost) and profrt. What do these economic cate-
gories meun .rrrder socialism? Let us examine them
separately.

Cost

Cost is the monetary expression of the expendi-
ture incurred by an enterprise in producing a prod-

I V. L Lcnin, Collected Works, VoI. 35' p. 546'

gt

Chart 3

1 - price
2 - cost
.'l - pro0t



r a service. Since the cost is
e of the Produced goods, when
the enterprise is comPensated

and thus acquires the material
means for continuing production.

Cost is determined by the value of the materials
used plus expenditure on equipment, power, wages,
and so on. But it also depends in latge measure on
the efficiency and quality ter-
prise as a whole. the b the
lower the cost, and vice re-
main constant (the state sees to this), profit, and
hence the economic incentive fwd, i-e., the part of
the income that accrues to the personnel in the form
of bonuses and variotls other payments and benefits,
will be proportional to production costs.

How can costs be lowered? Let us look at a con-

crete example. Table 9 shows the structure of the
expenditure on industrial production in 7976 (all-
Unlon averages, as a percentage of the total).

Total cost
expenditure on:
raw materials
fuel and energy
fixed capital dePreciation
wages
other expenses

Table I
100

67.5
6.1
6.7

15.0
4.7
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utilization of its resoulces. That is why strict cost

accounting is economically profitable both to the

individuaf work collective and to society as a whole'
What do we Y that an

enterprise is " is "Prof-
itable" for it,

A look at will helP
answer this question.

Proflt

Profit as an excess of income over outlay is not
the invention of socialism. It existed long before
its birth and was often damned as an expression of
insatiable lust for gain and ruthless exploitation'
The whole point is, how it is obtained, and in uhose
interests it is used.

difference between the
and the money a Peas-
his honest labour. It is
It does have a smell-

to errors. History is not marking time' As one

socio-economic system gives way to another, some

economic categoiies acquire a fundamentally new

I A movement name<l afler a man called Ludd, who -is
lelieveif to have smashecl n factory knitting machine in the

mid-18th centurY.
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social content while retaining their form and name,
as has been the casc with profit. To repeat, every-
thing depends on how profit is rrade, and in rvhose
interests it is rrsed.

In socialist society, as is clear from what has
been said, there is no room for unearned income,
swindling and profiteering. The exceptions, puni-
shed by law, only go to prove this rule. There are
no exploiting classes, and hence no exploitation.
Profit is created by collective labour for the good
of society, and it is appropriated, not by private
owners of the means of production, but by society
as a whole, and is used in its interests and hence
in the interests of a1l its members.

Profit Dlstrlbutlon

Let us examine everything in due order. Profit
expresses the result of economic activity, namely,
tlie excess of the income of an enterprise over its
otrtlaY.

A part of the profit received (in 1977 an average
cf 56 per cent in the case of industrial enterprises)
goes to the state budget and is spent on education,
health, culture and the arts, the environment and
the establishmeut and maintenance of parks, sta-
diums and recreation areas.

The remaining 44 per cent remains at the dispo-
sal of the enterprise and is distributed through three
channels:

- extension and improvement of production;

- payment of bonuses;
- construction of houses for employees, mainte-

nance of palaces of culture, sports facilities' and

childlen's establi shments.

so on,

Now for some of the specific channels of profit
distribution serving as task-orientecl economic lev-

crs.

PaYments from Profft

budget as payment for assets.
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The operation of this mechanism is, in principle,
quite simple. The lesser the share of the fixed and
circulating assets in the profit, the lesser part of the
profit is paid to the budget and the greater part
remains at the disposal of the enterprise.

Fixed and tent payments have also been introdtt-
ced, aimed at placing enterprises which have differ-
ent prerequisites for economic activity (especially
in the mining industry) on an equal footing. It is
one of the most complicated tasks of planned manage-
ment, and a wide range of means is employed
to accomplish it.

Its essence consists in the followi.ng. It is in the
interest of society that material incentives should
be made directly and solely dependent on the qua-
lity and efficiency of the performance of work col-
lectives. This is a matter of principle. But it calls
for providing equal initial conditions for all, for
levelling the influence of external factors.

One more highly pressing problem is improve-
ment of the quality of output, and this purpose is
served by plan assignments, measures to improve
technology and manufacturing techniques, and so-
cialist emulation. Use is also made of task-oriented
economic instruments.

The Certlfleatlon System

Top-quality goods measuring up to world stan-
dards are awarded the state Ouality Mark. The
rest are divided into First and Second Category
goods. First Category goods are those that conform
to the present state of production and are in demand

amonll enterprises or the public. Goods that are to
lrc withdrawn from production as technically obso-
lcte are certified as belonging to the Sccond Catego-
ry.

The following economic levers are used in stimu-
lating quality improvement. The wholesale prices
of goods bearing the Ouality Mark are marked up,
with the whole of the receipts from the mark-up
going into the economic incentive funds of the en-
terprises or amalgamations producing those goods.

The opposiLe is the case with Second Category
goods, which makes their production unprofitable.
The principle at work here is already familiar to
us, with the difJerence that it now takes the form
of an econorric sanction: what runs counter to the
interests of society (production of obsolete goods)
mtrst be made unprofitable to the enterprises con-
cerned and their employees.

There are other economic levers having the same
sanctioning effect. Economic contracts concluded
bctween enterprises, amalgamations and material-
and-technical-supply agencies lay down the terms
of delivcry and specify the products' quality and
tan.qe. Failure to comply with any of these stipula-
tions entails a fine, affecting the economic incen-
tive funds. Hence the incentive for work collectives
strictly to observe plan and contract discipline and
to satisfy social requirements more fully.

The cost-a-ccounting system has undergone quite
a ferv changes during its evolution. llere is hardly
the right place to trace its history, so let us turn
to the present.
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ffifi''"l#;""ds 
rn cost

There are three main trends.
First, today the organization of cost accounting

and the use of economic levers link up ever more
tightly with the sysiem of planning, especially long-
term planning. Wider use is made of levers opera-
ting primarily on thc basis of five-year rather than
annual plans. This creates stability for every econ-
omic unit, broadens the possibilities for ma-
noeuvre and in the final count conduces to raising
the efficiency of production.

Second, cost accounting is being more consistent-
1y oriented to furthering intensive, quaiitative fac-
tors of growth, using econorric levers to hasten
technological progress, raise productivity, utlTize
more rationally the fixed assets, raw materials, and
natural resources, and improve the quality of out-
put.

Third, cost accounting is being extend.ed to more
and more linhs of tlie economic system. Formerly
it prirnarily regulated the operation o[ the basic
units of tl-re national economy-enterpr.ises and their
amalgamations. Today it is beginning to be applied
to the mcdi,:m liirh of sectoral maDagemeilt, i.e.,
the industrial amalgamations (rvhich were discrrs-
sed in ihe pre.zious chaptei) and, experimentally,
to a r,i'holc serioral ministly.

Tire system of sectoral cost accounting has for
scveral yeals been tested in one of the leading in-
dustrial ministries of the USSR, the Ministry of
Instrument Building, Automation and Control Sys-
tems. This industry wholly operates on the prin-

s6

ciple of self-support. In keeping with rates ap-
proved in the five-year plan, all profit is distributed
between the state budget and the ministry. The
part remaining at the disposal of the ministry goes
irrto the formation of. centralized funds or is handed
over to amalgamations. So far, this system has
given a good account of itself.

It should be noted that this is irot an isolated
cxample. It is a rule in the Soviet Union to weigh
carefully measures intended to improve the econom-
ic management system. Proposals based on scien-
tific analysis and generaTizalion of experience are
thoroughly tested before their large-scale introduc-
tion. This truly scienLific approach gualds against
subjectivism and undt',e haste in reorganizalion.

So far as the actual implovement of manaEement
is concerncd, it is not an episode or campaign, but
a law-governed, continuous and dynamic process.
Large-scale measures in this fie1d are to be under-
taken in the near ftrture.
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u.
RE}-ERENCE-POINTS
OF PLANNED MANAGEMENT

In Step wlth the Tlmes

The Eeonomlc Reform

^ 
T!" major changes that had taken place in theSoviet economy by the mid-sixties necessitated
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overhauling the national economic rnanagement sys-
tcm. A start on the introduction of a new system of
planning and economic stimulation, rrliich c"ame to
be called the economic reform, was made by the
decisions of the CPSU Central Committee plenary
meeting in September 7965. One explanation would.
not be amiss here before we proceed to the essence
and results of this reform.

In the Soviet Union, like in the other socialist
countries, the prirne moving force of social progress
is the Communist Pafiy, which initiates and orga-
nizes economic advance and improvement of the
methods of running the socialist economy. This role
of the Party in the life of Soviet society is constitu-
tionally provided for: "Article 6. The leaciing and
guiding force of Soviet society and the nucleus of
its political system, of all state ol'ganizatiols and
public organizatians, is the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. The CPSU exists for the people and
serves the people.

"The Communist Party, arrned with Marxism-
Leninism, determines the general perspectives of
the development of society and the cor-ll'se of the
horne and foreign policy of the USSR, directs the
great constructive work of the Soviet people, and
imparts a planned, systematic and theoretically
substantiated character to their struggle for the vic-
tory of comrnunism.

"A1l Party otganizalions shall fuaction within
the framework of the Constitution of the USSR."

Thus it was no accident that the restruct'-r.ring of
the economy was initiated by the Party. In keeping
with the decisions of the September 7965 plenary

7-fi4
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meeting of its Central Committee the economy was
re-oriented towards a sectoral management structure,
planning methods were improved on the basis of con-
sistent observance of the principle of democratic
centralism, and a cost-accounting system resting on
the comprehensive application of economic levers
and stimuli was introduced.

The economic reform has produced good results.
Since 1965 the country's economic potential has
more than dotrbled.

Table 1o

Developmenl of USSR Natlonal Economy
ln 1966-1S77 (1965:100)

1970 1975 t971

National income used for con-
sumption and accumulation
I'otal industrial output

Output in Group "A"
Output in Group "8"

Total agricultural outPttt
Fixed production assets
Productivity
Retail trade turnover
Wage fund
Per cnpita real income

141 182 199
150 215 238
151 220 246
150 205 22t
123 126 l4l
148 224 260
139 l7l 185
148 202 221
148 201 221,
133 165 178

conomy and in
n the growth of
d reatr income)
of tirne testify

to the ef{ectiveness of the new system of economic
pianning and stimulation.

00

Some of the tasks formulated in the mid-1960s
havc been accomplished, others have to be modified
cluc to changed conditions. Life does not stand still,
and today the economy is in many respects not
what it was 10-15 years ago.

Just as the same methods of instruction cannot
be applied in secondary schools and universities,
so the methods of economic management cannot
remain unchanged while the economy expands,
cconomic links grow in complexity, and emphasis
is shiffpd to intensive growth factors. Improvement
is regarded in the Soviet Union as a constant pro-
cess and not a single undertaking.

The scale of production in the
immensely. The Soviet economy is
more than the whole world did a
tury ago.

USSR has grown
producing today

quarter of a cen-

The structure of the productive forces has also
chanEed substantially. It is increasingly influenced
by the latest achievements in science and techno-
logy. Our times demand that we put these achieve-
ments to the service of the people by organically
fusing them with the advantages of the socialist
econonric system.

The New Work Force

Not only have the material aspects of the produc-
tive forces, production techniques and teclinology
changed, but also the main productive force-the
working people, their educational level and their
qualifications. In 1939 the number of persons with
a higher or secondary (complete or incomplete)
education per 1,000 employed in the national lcon-
omy was 723, and there were only 84 such persons

F



per 1,000 amongst the workers. In 1977, 780 out
of every 1,000 persons employed in the national
economy and 732 out of every 1,000 workers had
a higher or secondary education. At the end of
1978 there were 1.3 miliion scientific rryorkers in
the USSB., one-quarter of the world's total.

The considerable rise in the level of real incomes
and the solution of important social problems have
been followed by a natural increase in and diver-
sifrcation of the requirements of the population.

Afnong the strategic tasks of social progress so-
cialism envisages not only fu1l satisfaction of exis-
tinE needs (which is important, but not sufffcient),
but also their further development, extension and
barmonizalian.

[-"#:H#"#lSff,
The changes that had taken place (the rnost inr-

portant of which have been mentioned) necessita-
ted further improvement of the planning machinery,
and, as before, the initiative rvas taken by Com-
munists. il'he decisive role in elaborating the con-
cept and steering the improvement of the system
of pianned rnailagement was played by the 25th
Congress of the CFSU in 1,976. It rtas noted at the
congxess that reorganization of the existing mallage-
ment machinery had to be accelerated to make pos-
sible unhindered development of the economy.

The conclrrsicns drawn by the ccncTress were the
restrlt of a thorough analysis of current economic
trends and of the outlools for the development of
socia,l production. Such analysis, conducted with
the participation of leaCing scientists, research
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tcams, planners and economic executi-.zes, makes it
possible to detect in good time the changes that
i1.," 

".orrulny 
is undergoing, take stock of available

dernands of the iimes.
The progr t, a fun<lamental

improvement of the Pianning
syslem and, of the manage-
rial and, ab achinerY towards
ultimate econornic -qoals.

As has been noted, this fundamental overha, l of
nanagernent was necessitated by prof
in the econorny itself. Old methods o
econolny, which had" L',een use,J for
begun to act, at times, as a brake on economic prog-
,"sr. R"to.rrces were not always used effectively;
there were breaches of contract commitments as

eries, and delays in compleiing con-
jects. ll'hese facts were pointed out
ss. The press, too, constantly cal1s at-

tention to them.
Soviet people are accustomed to speaking fratrk-

ly abo".rt existing shortcomings. This,is r,vell known
to those who are farniliar with the life of our coun-
try. For example, there is not a single issue of
Pr,auda, the country's principal daily, without crit-
icism of some or other occtl.rrence or state of
affairs. This open criticism is indicative'of our peo-
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p1e's profound concern for the affairs of their
country.

Today everybody agrees that the machinery o[
economic management needs to be improved. A
whole complex of integrated measures is to be
taken aimed at improving planning methods and
indicators and the organizational structure of man-
agement, raising the effectiveness of economic
levers and incentives, strengthening economic dis-
cipline, and improving the style of management.

The essence of this comprehensive approach con-
sists in the following: the effectiveness of any mea-
s'ure in improving planned rranagement increases
when this measure forms a part of a system, and
decreases when it does not.

However, it is important not only to coordinate
the various measLlres, but to orient them as a sys-
tem in the directions dictated by the new conditions.
This orientation was clearly defined at the 25th
Congress of the CPSU. Speaking at this Consress,
Leonid Brezhnev said: "Managerial and, above all,
planning activity must be directed towards ultimate
economic rcsults." r

The question of ultimate results is indispensable
to understanding the processes which are under
way in the Soviet economy now and which are con-
nected with a new stage in the development of the
planned management system. Therefore, I think, it
merits more detailed consideration.

Ultlmate Results

This category has several aspects, the most im-
portant of which is determined by the ultimate aim

x03

are also understood under this headiug'

boards by 60-85 Per cent.

It is clear from this that the low rate of timber
procurement testifies to the orientation of the in-
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dustry towards a latge volume of end proelucts

*itt it " effective utilization of raw materials'

This example also illustrates the new aStproach

to growth rales characteristic of the curlent stage

of ievelopment of the planned management system'

;;;h;;[ of the naiionat economv as a whoie'

ilr" "iti*ute 
results have their generalized expres-

n1o" i" the volu.rne ol the naticnal incorae tlsed for

consttmpiion and accumulation'
In the practice of Soviet econor'ric planning the

.rrotrr-" of th" national ir come is calctrlated in the

iolfo*ing way. The annual materiatr erpenditure is

deducted from the aggteg
es of material Producti
building, freight transpor
incorne as such. Materi
coLlrse, be regarded as in
;r"-;;;;; t;-i*o rot-t, as the consutnption lund

and the accumulation luna '

The consumption lund is spent to- satisfy the per-

,orut-and collective requirements of the population

in the current y"u", urd it provides wages' social

"o"t"-ption 
funds, and social services' The accumu-

lati nding Production and for
the (construction of houses'

hos rts facilities, etc') oI'in
oth g the requirements of the

population in the future.
For this reason the size of the national income'

its growth rates and its absolute incrertent con-

;i;t"i; th; main objects of planning and are used as

the criteria for optimizing the plan'
End results arl achiev"ed noi only on the scale of

Dlagram 3
Utilization of USSR National Income in 1978
(thousand million roubles)
1. T'he whole nationa-l income 417
2. Accumulation fund 110
3. Consumption fund 307

(26% )
(740k\
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Ii is in this direction that the improvement of

roubles ot tons that is important, but concrete, so-

cially meaningful end Products.

tracts.
The other aspect of the category of end results is

efficiency, i.e,, output per ulit of raw materials' fuel
and eneigy, per rouble of fixed capital, and higher
labour productivitY'

$fil'"ti"io#"'""'""

An important feature of the present stage of the
improvement of the planning system in the USSR
is control over the process of growth of efficiency.
T'his is more difficult than, let us say, management
of the construction of new enterprises or control
over the growth of the volume of production. fn
general, there are no easy tasks in management.
Moreover, the complexity of the tasks increases as
the scale of production grows and the scientific and
technological revolution unfolds.

The whole armoury of planned management tech-
niques is employed in raising the efficiency of prod-
uction as a component of the orientation of the
economy towards improved end results. Raised stan-
dards of production efficiency are becoming the
starting point of planning. Economic levers are ever
more consistently operated to improve the quali-
tative aspects of growth. Material incentives are
being made directly dependent on efficiency in util-
izing manpower, material and financial resources.

Finally, there is one more aspect of end results,
which is connected with one of the most valuable
economic resources-time.

The Ttme Factor

Of course, it is important to have the amount of
goods and services necessary for the satisfaction of
requirements, and to produce them with the least
expenditure of resources. But it ls equally, and in
a certain sense even more, important to obtain these
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goods and services on time-today and, not tomor-
iow, this year and not five or ten years later. There-
fore concentration of resources on key sectors, clear-
cut allocation of priorities, cutting construction
time and faster applicaticn of scientific and technic-
al innovation dir-itly bear on the improvemert of
ultimate economic results.

Here are some of the guidelines for taking ac-

count of the time factor in the work of improving
management as laid down by the 25th Congress
of the CPSU:

count, in ad-
time requir-
o choose al-
return;

- in prouiding incentiues, to encourage the sav-
ing of time and to apply strict sanctions against
time wasting;
- in otgaiization, to eliminate superfluous links
and burLaucratic procedures and to expedite deci-

people. A1l this is the result of six decades of hard
*ork. At d at the sarne time it is the latinching pad
for a new lift-off. Relying on a mighty economic,
scientific and technical potential, the socialist plan-
ned rnanagemert system is cpening up evex greater
vistas before the Soviet economy.

t0e

CONCLUSION

The emergence and subsequent success of a sys-
tem of menagement of the economy through plan-
ning are ainong ihe milestone events of our cen-
tury, something that history has never witnessed
before. The Soviet experience in managing the na-
tional economy exerts and will continue to exert
a beneficial influence on the minds of rnillions of
people throughout the world, winning them over
for th" most effective path of social lenovation. Dif-
ferent attitucies to this experience can be adopted,
but to be ignorant of it means to be ignorant of
thq modern tren-ds of sociai development.

Planned economic management is an exception-
ally complex phenomenon. It has a theoretical basis
of its own, time-tested principles, a complex organi-
zational structure, and its own particular appata-
tus and methods. It reflects the dialectics of real
economic processes. The cornbination of centralism
and autonomy, prof ess ionalizalion and democr aliza-
iion of management, competition and inutual as-
sistance, and other such principles, rooted in the
realities of life, help keep up the economy's vigor-
ous development. It stands to reason that at a par-

itive results. That is why I have constantly striven
to show how the principles of pianned managernent
are implemented in real 7ife.

The planned manaEement system is 'not a rigid,
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inflexible scheme, but a living, constantly develop-
ing- organism. It has a rich history, a present, and
a- future. Today the steps that were tiken during
the initial stages of the establishment of this sys--
tem may seem naiye or irresolute, just as a child's
concerns may seem funny to grown-ups. And yet it
is the first steps that retain for ever the fascination
of novelty, the wonderful feeling experienced by
pioneers and trall-b7azerc. After all, you can't blamL
Aristotle for having not known the quantum theory
or Newton for having been innocent of the theory
of relativity.

The problems of planned management should be
viewed in a historical context. Lite is in constant
motion; ever new demands are made of manage-
ment of the economy; its methods and its very
mechanism change. That is why I have endeavoured,
where possible, to show the dynamism of the man-
agement system, its development and improve-
ment at different stages of the history of Soviet so-
ciety. A creative approach to the solution of the
problems of socio-economic progress is one of the
characteristic principles of the Marxist-Leninist con-
cept of the management of the Soviet economy.

Reading this book -", n"r" induced readers to
famrlianze themselves more thoroughly with the
o.rganization of the management of the socialist
economy. I shall only be glad if this is so. It may
have given rise to new questions, answers to which
can be found in many other Novosti publications
on this subject.

Leonid AtsALKIN
How the Souiet Economg Is Run
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